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One of the themes of the Spatula blog has been reporting the joys of my
daughter’s first grade homework assignments. The very idea of even
having first grade homework is a little foreign to me. After all, I really wasn’t
assigned much of anything at that age. I was responsible for making it the
mile and a half to school and returning (although my parents were kind of
vague on that part) each day. Most days I’d wind up hanging around the
Mighty Midget liquor market, scoping out Wacky Packages, and then
hightail through the adjacent cemetery to make it to school on time.
Homework would have been a lot to ask. Her current assignment involves
writing down how school and life are different than they were thirty years
ago (when I was supposed to be in school and not at the Mighty Midget).

The differences are striking. For starters, if my parents had been able to locate me with global
positioning, there wouldn’t have been a running phone dialogue between my elementary school
principal, the convenience store clerks and themselves.

I was fascinated today by the lead story in the tech section of the New York Times. Apparently, there
are a growing number of people who want to be found. More precisely, monitored and tracked. 
Jenna Wortham has a feature story called Telling Friends Where You Are (Or Not). Wortham
writes about the emergence of “checking in” at this past week’s South By Southwest conference
in Austin, Texas.  Beyond Twitter (and way beyond Facebook, which our seven year old told us was
“so last year”) is the trend toward constant positional updating to a network of friends, via services
like Foursquare. Checking in is a way of telling everyone exactly where you are at all times. In many
ways it promotes a sense of security. For example, the way many people first heard about
Facebook was in 2007 during the violent rampage on the Virginia Tech campus. Now, if a system
like Foursquare had been popular, that would have just added another level of “I’m okay”
reassurance to a horrendous situation. Call it the OnStar revolution. You never travel alone in this
day and age.

I may invoke my Grandmother’s technology cut off on this one. Grandma told me once that she was
halting the march of future information convenience in her home with the VCR. She didn’t want to
hear about personal computers or e-mail. The CD player was too much. Nope, the VCR would tape
the Young and The Restless and that was a good place to stop. I like to still believe there are wide
open spaces on this planet where I can shuffle off to in peace. As much as I love seeing electronic
progress, there is still a six year old in me that just wants to schlumph over to the Midget and hang
around for a little while without telling anyone. Then again,  I blog my every thought and sneeze. Who

am I kidding?
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